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Dall Sheep
Range Map and Information

This is as wilderness as it gets in North
America. The Mackenzie Mountains
are rugged, game-rich country.

QUEST 16

Dall Sheep
As a hunter nears a Grand Slam, the
accomplishments begin to reflect
the goal. I had taken a bighorn sheep in Can-

more and a Stone sheep in British Columbia. My
successful hunts represented a half slam.
There are many good reasons to join the Grand
Slam Club before you attain a Grand Slam. The
group offers special membership raffles for half

slammers and 3/4 slammers. These drawings have
let many hunters complete their Grand Slams.
For a hunter interested in mountain game, there’s
no better place to learn than the annual Grand Slam
Convention in Reno, Nev. Attendees have a chance
to meet the best mountain hunters, talk to outfitters
and attend seminars. Look up Grand Slam Club/
Ovis at www.wildsheep.org, and seriously consider

The Dall sheep is the most hunted of the four North
American wild sheep. That’s mostly because of availability and cost, yet the sheer beauty of a Dall ram and
the wilderness they live in is an awesome adventure for
any hunter.
The Dall sheep was named after American naturalist William Healey Dall in 1884. Dall spent much
time in Alaska’s interior doing research on mammals
and mollusks.
There are several great Dall sheep camps in Alaska,
the Yukon and Northwest Territories, but I selected
South Nahanni in the Territories because of the
impeccable references it receives. It’s always a
good idea to check references closely on outfitters and make sure the outfitter can accommodate a
bowhunter.
Of the four subspecies of sheep needed for the North
American Super Slam, the Dall sheep (Ovis dalli dalli)
requires the northernmost travel. Native to the alpine environments of Alaska and northwestern Canada, Dall sheep rarely
venture below the timber line, opting instead to tough it out in
the highest reaches of mountain terrain. They eke out their highcountry living by feeding on sedges, grasses, dwarf willows and
other plants most of the year. During winter, they turn to lichens
to supplement their diet. Dall sheep also commonly visit natural mineral licks.
Although closely related to the Stone sheep, Dall sheep are
easily recognized by their appearance, which ranges from white
to a light brown. Male Dall sheep often live in bands of
three or four animals, and females congregate in slightly
larger groups. From the end of November to mid-December,
groups mix for the mating season, and lambs are typically born in May.
For the first three years of a ram’s life, it resembles a ewe, with thin, unimpressive horns.
When they’re older, rams grow horns throughout spring, summer and early fall. Horn growth
stalls during winters, which results in annuli, or characteristic rings. Annuli can provide an
accurate estimation of a ram’s age.
Stocky in stature, a mature ram can weigh more than 300 pounds and will usually sport
full-curl horns. Few trophies are as beautiful as a mature Dall ram. I believe Dall are the
prettiest sheep, even though Stone sheep give them a run for their money in aesthetics.
Still, Dall sheep are just clean cut and neat as a pin, with their stark white sides and deeply
contrasted black eye rings. Their horns are something to behold, too. Because they’re thinhorned sheep, a Dall’s horns aren’t as large as those of a bighorn. However, they’re a subtle
shade of orange that seems to complement the package.
If you want to hunt these magnificent animals, prepare to do some research. Dall sheep
reproduce at a slow rate and are highly susceptible to winter mortality. They suffer from winter kill and low birth rates. Also, wolves, coyotes and even golden eagles prey readily on Dall
sheep. That’s most evident on newborn lambs, which suffer extremely high mortality rates
the first two months of their lives.
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getting involved with the Grand Slam Club.

Goal: 3/4 Slam
Dall sheep live a tough life. I had no idea how
tough until mid-July 2008, when I traveled to the
Northwest Territories to hunt with South Nahanni Outfitters. Operated by Sunny and Werner
Aschbacher, the South Nahanni concession is in
the central Mackenzie Mountains. The Mackenzies are big-time rugged. You’d be hard-pressed
to find more-rugged, unforgiving mountains anywhere in North America. Because of the remoteness and vertical mountainsides, cliffs and canyons, it’s one of the few areas where helicopters
are allowed by law for hunting transportation.
There are simply few places for bush planes to
land, and the area is so large that horse-pack trips
would require days or weeks to get into the remote, game-rich country.
Using helicopters is OK with most hunters who
understand the Mackenzies. Pilots and passengers
die in these mountains every year, as they’re loaded
with “box” canyons, which look like they’re safe to
pass through only to suddenly and abruptly terminate at a rock wall. Mistakes in such airspace are
very unforgiving.
If you’re going to hunt the Mackenzie Mountains for Dall sheep, you’ll likely ride a helicopter
or on the back of a horse to reach your base camp.
These camps are always in a valley near a stream or
river that will supply fresh water for drinking and
washing. I opted for helicopter transport, especially
after learning the ride in on horseback can cover
100 miles and might take up to five days because
the terrain forces so many switchbacks and offers
so few routes.

Why the Mackenzies?
Of all the sheep, Dall are by far the most attainable. Where I hunted, unlimited tags are available,
even though the outfitter only takes 30 sheep hunters a year. Of those hunters, most use a rifle. Very
few bowhunters take on the challenge of hunting
Dall sheep, and even many of those folks quickly
abandon archery gear and wrap their hands around
the guide’s rifle after a few days.
Scarred deeply with glacial cuts, steep canyons
and old, almost prehistoric river drainages, the
Mackenzie Mountains are not easy to hunt. Further,
most Dall sheep choose to live in the alpine, treeless areas at the tops of the mountains. It’s easy to

understand why few bowhunters sign up for that
adventure hunt.
If you can get past the fact that a Dall sheep
hunt will push your mind and body to extremes and
beat down your will to continue, it becomes easier
to appreciate the opportunity. The mountain range
is a thing of pure, raw beauty. In this ever-connected age of technology, it’s rare to find yourself in a
spot of such isolation.
An additional reason to choose the area, or specifically South Nahanni Outfitters, is because the
guides are very diligent about preserving trophy
rams. Because the area is so vast, they can rest areas
for several years, meaning that after a hunter leaves,
they won’t bring anyone else back for maybe four
years. That lets rams grow to impressive sizes and
ensures fresh hunting areas for each client.

First Thing’s First
The chopper ride in was amazing. Cruising the
canyons in a nimble Bell Jet Ranger turbine-powered chopper was like being in a Ferrari cruising
the bush. The Mackenzies are incredible, and we
saw several bears on the way in — but no sheep.
Our chopper pilot was Rob Holden, a New Zealand
Kiwi, and we became pals immediately. Holden
dropped cameraman Martin Teeter, Chad Lenz
and me off at the base of a mountain along a small
creek. That’s where we would set up our base.
Contrary to popular belief, using a helicopter on
a mountain hunt doesn’t mean you’ll be delivered
to 14,000 feet so you hardly have to burn a calorie
to attain the altitudes sheep prefer. Instead, you’ll
be much lower, tasked with setting up camp along
a mountain stream and hiking up every day, which
can be one heck of a climb.
After our base camp was put together, we boiled
some creek water and made some old reliable
Mountain House freeze-dried meals. My favorite
is the beef stroganoff, but it’s everybody else’s favorite, too, so I settled for sweet-and-sour chicken,
which is also good. The weather looked great, and
the five-day forecast also promised fair weather.
After that, it was anyone’s guess.
Lenz is fun to have in camp. He has a million
stories, and even though I’ve heard most, Teeter
hadn’t heard any, so Lenz was in heaven. We had
pitched two tents: one for Teeter and I, and one for
Lenz and the grubstake. We had the TV gear in our
tent, and that always crowds the sleeping arrangements. Trying to rest with a camera battery under
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Dall sheep are beautiful
animals. Rams are often found
together early in the season.
Flared tips are referred to as
the “argali look” and are very
prized by hunters.
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South Nahanni pilot and outfitter Werner Aschbacher and his Super Cub parked in a dry river bed in the Mackenzie
Mountains. With 160 hp, droop tips, Atlee Dodge gear and tundra tires, the plane is amazing and can get airborne in
less than 40 yards.

your pillow and a tripod digging you in the back is
no fun. But you must keep the gear inside because
a freak overnight rain can shut down our little production unit.

The Hunt is On
The next morning, we gulped down oatmeal
and coffee, and then turned our eyes skyward and
huffed on our packs. Lenz guessed the climb to the
top at two hours. Teeter guessed two hours and 15
minutes, and I guessed one hour and 50 minutes.
We found a 50-foot slide with great footing that
gave us a quick pass to the top, and we made it in
less than an hour and 45 minutes, which meant I
won both Price is Right showcases. We hiked another hour down the ridge before locating a group
of eight rams and several ewes. We dubbed one of
the rams “Curly” because of his long, shaggy coat.
Curly was the prize ram of the bunch, and all the
white rams remained bunched and out of reach in

the middle of a huge shale bowl. Brush and small
trees kept us hidden, but the sheep refused to move
one way or the other. We backed out, hoping we
would have a better chance in the morning. It was
6 p.m. and a three-hour hike had us home and ready
for more Mountain House.
The second day, we bee-lined to the shale bowl.
The rams were still there. Biding our time, Lenz
and I decided circle behind the bowl and attempt
to bump the sheep into some lower timber or gain
a chance on the push. The plan backfired when the
sheep saw us above them. They freaked out and ran
two mountain ranges away. Lenz was flabbergasted, and I was in shock. The hike to that mountain
was five hours from the camp, and we had watched
a band of rams set a new Olympic record by scampering the distance in 20 minutes nonstop. They
had gone from being almost in range to appearing like white specks. They were out of play to the
point it was laughable.

During a midday lunch, Lenz and I watched a band of rams bedded out of reach on a slide. That look on our faces isn’t
boredom or anger but frustration, which can be common on an archery sheep hunt — especially when trying to videotape.

The next two mornings, we hiked up another
mountain and ridge in another direction. That
mountain was tough, and we were climbing and
hiking four-plus hours to get into sheep country.
Lenz’s eagle eyes spotted a really nice solo ram in
the distance. We observed him through our optics
for a long time before deciding to return the next
day to try him. As we tried to close the distance, we
encountered a canyon that was impassable without
a jet pack or Superman cape.
While climbing into the seemingly bottomless
canyon, Lenz and I discussed what to do next.
There was six days left, but the rams we had come
to hunt were all but gone. Lenz agreed that we
needed to move, and we used my satellite phone to
call the base. The chopper came the next morning
and snagged us.

Starting Over
The new area was actually more rugged than

the first. I didn’t think that was possible, but I was
wrong. It took longer to climb to the ridges, and the
treacherous footing took a deeper toll on us, but we
eventually got on top and found a vast area to hunt.
On top, the going was easy, and we were soon in
position to glass several bands of sheep.
Unfortunately, in addition to the steeper terrain, the wind had picked up. We had reached the
end of our five-day forecast, and the high-pressure systems that dominate the Arctic were being
pushed out by low pressure from the south. The
wind screamed on top, with gusts of 50 mph racing
across the mountainside.
The wind lasted two days and brought some
rain, but we slipped within 60 yards of a band of
rams. In good cover, we watched the rams and videotaped them, even though the wind buffeted the
camera. Our hope was that the wind might die and
offer me a chance, or that the rams would feed close
for a point-blank poke. However, a smaller ram fed
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near us and spooked, alerting the entire group, and
we were done.
The next day, we tried to find the group again
but failed.
By the morning of the eighth day, the reality of
the situation was starting to hit home. We didn’t
give up, but we also knew it was a long shot to
make something happen with just two days left to
hunt. The irony was that pal Gregg Ritz was headed
into camp, and I needed to be out of the bush to
help him. Our plan was to finish my hunt so Teeter

and I could go with Ritz and tape his Dall hunt for
his Hunt Masters TV series.
We had scouted for Ritz the entire hunt and had
actually left the big ram at our previous location so
we could find him again for Ritz. We knew he was
killable with a firearm and that we could get on him
from the back side of the canyon — an opportunity
we never had because of where we were camped.
On day No. 8, we eventually stopped for lunch.
As I sat silently munching a ham sandwich and
staring blankly down the mountain, I realized there

Grand Slam Club/Ovis
director Dennis Campbell
took this Hangay argali in
Mongolia in June 2008. After
the required 60-day drying period, it was officially
measured as a new world
record. The world record at
the time had stood for more
than 20 years, and this ram
was considerably larger than
that record. It is still listed
as No. 1 by the Safari Club
International record book.

Courtesy of Neil Summers

Courtesy of Dennis Campbell

Big sheep outfitters in Canada’s Northwest
Territories can only hunt sheep for six
weeks or so, and most camps run five to 10
rifle hunters every 10 days.

John Hafner
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Bowhunting Safari Consultants’ Neil Summers shows a fantastic Dall ram taken in
the Liard Range, Northwest Territories. “The challenge of bowhunting for me is to
remain mentally tough. When I have that aspect, it leads me to success.”
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Courtesy of Frank Noska

equipment essentials

Archery Super Slammer Frank Noska displays a
beautiful full-curl Dall sheep. He’s a 747 jumbo jet
pilot for UPS. “Archery Super Slam success requires
immense preparation, dedication, determination and
true grit.”

Courtesy of Tom Hoffman
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Tom Hoffman and two guides display his
“twister” Dall ram. “Take lots of video and
photos. A birth certificate shows you were born,
a death certificate shows you have died. Photos
and videos show that you have lived.”

were three sheep far below us. It was like
awakening and realizing your eyes are struggling to focus on your spouse’s face in a dimly
lit room.
Closer inspection revealed that two of the
three rams were no-doubt shooters. The trio
was casually feeding and working up the
mountainside, which put us in a strange position for sheep hunters. We actually had to descend 1,000 vertical feet to get to the sheep,
and even after the controlled chaos of scrambling down the mountainside, we were still
above the rams.
Maybe the gusting wind had pushed the

To enter the world of sheep hunting is to spend
hours — or more likely days — planning. The logistics
of getting a sheep tag, traveling to sheep country and
then finally hunting sheep without hiccups are mind
boggling. Throughout the obsessive planning and
preparation, the goal is to stack the odds as much as
possible in your favor.
This is a no-brainer, but it goes beyond drawing a tag and choosing a great outfitter. If you get a
Dall sheep tag, make sure you have plenty of ammo
for your trip. It’s easy to assume a dozen arrows will
make it through any trip, and it should. But what if it
doesn’t? Or what if you have eight perfectly matched
broadhead/arrow combinations but something happens and they get banged up, leaving you with three
or four?
You can do without some items on a sheep hunt,
but arrows and broadheads don’t fit into the category.
It’s best to plan like a pessimist for a Dall sheep
hunt. I make sure I have two dozen arrows matched
to broadheads before I board a plane. That might
sound like overkill — and it usually is — but I’ll still
have enough ammo to hunt throughout my trip even if
things go wrong.
If that doesn’t convince you, consider how easy
it is to fall apart on a big whitetail buck or perhaps a
gimme bull elk at 25 yards. If you want it bad enough,
you can fall apart, and I know few people take a nonchalant attitude with them on a Dall sheep hunt. Missing a sheep or two — or more — will guarantee a few
things. The first is obviously a lost opportunity, and the
second is busted or lost arrows. Sheep country is many
things, but soft and forgiving it’s not.
Also, in the interest of arrows, I always opt for a
quiver that can hold more arrows than conventional
models. Carrying eight arrows up the mountainside
rather than four or five won’t add noticeable weight
and is a cheap insurance policy.
Additionally, because Dall sheep are such a destination species, tagging out on another animal might
be possible. Plenty of hunters who venture into Dall
sheep territory also try to kill a mountain caribou. If
you haven’t guessed where I’m going with this, another
animal means at least one more shot — maybe more.
Carry plenty of arrows with you, and take care of
them throughout your travels. You won’t get in the
unenviable position of sitting at 10,000 feet with a
bow and no arrows.

sheep lower, or perhaps there weren’t too many
water sources available, but it didn’t matter. Something had made them travel lower than they usually
do, and it had created a chance for us to get in bow
range. In fact, it created a great chance.

The Final 100 Yards
As we holed up above the sheep, Lenz and I immediately glassed the rams. They were traveling in
single file, and it was obvious they were on a trail.
They were part of the ram group we had been on
a couple of days earlier in the wind storm. We had
nicknamed one of those rams “Flare” because of
how his horns corkscrewed away from his head in
flaring fashion. Flare was in the trio, and as they
walked behind a small hill, Lenz and I scampered
parallel with them, trying to get ahead and lower
to cut them off. Peering ahead of the sheep, we noticed where the trail crossed a little gulch. Along
the sides of the gulch, small patches of green brush
dotted the rocky landscape. It was a perfect ambush
point. As the heads of the sheep disappeared behind

the relief of the hill, Lenz, Teeter and I busted our
chops to gain an advantage.
We sprinted to the edge of the gulch and set
up. Almost immediately, the first ram popped out
below us at 50 yards. I clipped on my release and
watched as the second sheep, Flare, walked into
view. Lenz whispered, “50 yards” under his breath,
but it was unnecessary. I knew Flare was walking
the same trail as the first ram, and I was already
focused on my third pin. When the sheep was just
slightly quartering away, Lenz bleated twice to get
the sheep to stop. When it did, I simply moved the
pin forward slightly to nestle it in behind the shoulder and touched the release. In that split second,
72 pounds of Mathews Drenaline uncoiled, and the
arrow was en route. The shot was perfect — one
of my best in all the Slam hunts — and it lodged
squarely behind the shoulder of the ram. As the ram
ran through the gulch, the stain on his side spread
like spilled ink. He slowed to a stop and toppled
over within a few seconds.
Everyone was stoked, and when we got to the

Good friend and big-game hunter Gregg Ritz shows off his awesome Dall ram. It’s nice to have pals in camp on these types of
hunts. Ritz and I have also been to Africa twice and enjoy hunting together. I might convert him to a bowhunter yet.
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ram, it was like a dream come true. Lenz and
I had completed a 3/4 slam. One more sheep,
and I would complete the Grand Slam. I was
honestly shaken and very excited. Because the
sheep was stark white, we were low on drinking water and there was no water was nearby,
I hid the bloody impact area on the sheep with
a large, flat rock. Copious blood on TV is a nono, and with no way to clean the ram’s white
hide, it was the best we could do.

FROM THE DVD

Reflection
Flare represented my third sheep subspecies, and the Dall hunt was another reminder
of what sheep hunting is really like for a bowhunter.
Ritz made it into the lodge, and we were
soon back on the mountain, hunting the ram
Lenz and I had tried to kill for two days. But
we just weren’t ever in the right spot.
We flew to another drainage and set up
camp. The next morning, we hiked up the back
side of the mountain where we tried the big ram
days before. On top, we located him, and after
another hour of positioning, Ritz squeezed the
trigger and made a fantastic 220-yard shot on
the huge Dall.
I’ll never forget that moment. My eight
days of hiking, glassing and struggling to get
into range looked like a real achievement.
Ritz’s entire hunt, from the morning climb
to his hero shot, took six hours. Not to take
anything away from Ritz or the rest of the
firearm-hunting crowd, but that moment solidified something in me that was a long time
coming but hadn’t fully gelled. It made me
realize that I’m just a bowhunter. That’s my
identity, it’s what I love to do more than anything, and it’s who I vow to always be. Naturally, that’s easy to say while typing away
in the pleasant confines of my Florida home,
and not on a steep cliff watching a $20,000
hunt end without a punched tag. But it’s true,
and I stand by it.
There’s no other way to describe myself
than “bowhunter.” Unless, of course, you attach a qualifier like “adventure” in front of it.
Adventure bowhunter. Hmm, I like that.

The Mackenzie Mountains are rugged country. With camp in
the valley near fresh water, it took several hours every day
to climb into sheep country.

This band of rams worked us over for two days, and we never
got a shot. The curly haired ram on the left was the big boy.

dall
sheep
Hunt stats

We sneaked near these rams on a very windy day — so windy
I wasn’t able to shoot. The big ram facing us on the right was
the shooter. The ram blocking him is the ram I shot two days
later, which we nicknamed “Flare” for his wide set of horns.

Quest 16: Dall Sheep
Date: July 2008
Outfitter: South Nahanni Outfitters
Location: Mackenzie Mountains,
Northwest Territories
Guide: Chad Lenz
Transportation: Helicopter
Cameraman: Martin Teeter
P&Y score: 124-5/8
Shot distance: 50 yards
Shot angle: Broadside
Impact: Heart/lungs
Pass through: Yes
Animal ran: 75 yards

Hunting days: Eight
Time of day: Afternoon
Weather: Sunny, 55 degrees
Hunt cost: $20,000
Number of same species taken with a bow: One
Type of hunt: Spot and stalk
Camo: Advantage Max 1
Bow: Mathews Drenaline
Broadhead: Rage two-blade
Arrow: Carbon Express
Scent control: Scent Blocker
South Nahanni Outfitters Ltd.
www.huntnahanni.com

